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In 2010 FirstSpear emerged from a bloodline of industry innovation; founded by a team of experienced industry professionals and former U.S. servicemen 
with a mandate to shift industry paradigms and upend the status quo. FirstSpear employs a methodology that integrates evolutionary design with advanced 
material components, yielding improved performance and operational efficiency while delivering an invaluable reduction in weight on many platforms. 

An ambitious mandate demands branding that harnesses the company’s ethos, and “FirstSpear” is the translated namesake of the Primus Pilus, the Senior 
Centurion of a Roman Legion. 

“Centurions were the guardians of Rome. At the height of the Roman Republic there were over five thousand qualified Roman Centurions in the Legions. 
To be a centurion required that, in a mostly illiterate society, one be able to read and write clearly, to be able to convey and create orders, to be capable of 
not only performing every skill of a Roman soldier but to teach every skill of a Roman solider. Being a Centurion required intense physical ability, courage 
beyond the norm, years of sacrifice and a total devotion to the philosophy which was Rome. 

When Rome fell to the barbarian invaders, there were fewer than five hundred qualified Centurions. Not because Rome had fewer people but because it 
had fewer people willing to make sacrifices.”

FirstSpear dedicates our efforts to present-day Centurions, those willing to sacrifice to preserve our heritage and secure our future. It is an honor and a 
privilege to support those who serve at the tip of the spear!

Ringo, John. The Last Centurion. New York: Baen, 2008.

FirstSpear®

Evolving the transition from Air, Land, and Maritime Operations even further. FirstSpear 
introduces the ABAV, Aviation Body Armor Vest. Utilizing the Instant Adjust Back 
Panel and Adaptive Maritime and Land Cummerbunds this system configures quickly 
for the full spectrum of operational environments.

Introduction
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FirstSpear is in the business of providing innovative solutions to long unanswered challenges. Our 
Tubes technology reaffirms that position. The common closure method for most armor carriers on the 
market today is to join the cummerbund in the front with hook & loop fasteners. This presents many 
performance failures. 
 
The hook and loop adds weight and bulk, is noisy and wears out quickly, retains water, mud, and snow. 
From a safety standpoint, the hook and loop closure flap allows for cummerbund protection accessories 
like side plates and inflatable flotation to shift position and misalign from where they should be to 
provide maximum performance. The common release mechanisms found in vests utilize a variety of 
cables, routed through a complex maze of channels. When assembled correctly these can be clumsy, 
heavy, awkward and complicated to reassemble, if assembled incorrectly the results can be catastroph-
ic.
 
FirstSpear Tubes solve all these challenges. Quick to close and even quicker to doff, Tubes are 
manufactured from lightweight high-performance polymers that exceed the strength of other molded 
fasteners currently used on operational equipment. Molded in signature suppressive colors and with a 
variety of choices for activation, this closure system can be rapidly deployed and completely reassem-
bled in SECONDS. 
 
Let FirstSpear show you how Tubes technology will improve performance, enhance mission functionality, reduce weight and allow you to ditch the cable. 

Patent Pending

           Don / Doff in Seconds

        Single Hand Operation

   Cut Weight and Bulk

Visual / IR Signature Reduction Materials

F I R S T S P E A R
TM

1
2

Engage Lift Gate with 3-4 lbs. of 
Force and Slide in Either Direction 
to Release the Buckle.
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6/9™ Modular Pocket Technologyfs p a t e n t  p e n d i n g

The 6/9 Modular Pocket Technology is not only completely backward compatible with legacy MOLLE/ PALS style 
load carriage or armor carrier platforms but also offers significant weight reduction over traditional MOLLE/PALS 
pockets. Due to the flexible nature of the attachment straps and tighter tolerances when compared to traditional 
MOLLE/PALS, 6/9 pockets actually mount closer to the body and conform tighter to the platform. 
Patent Pending

6/12™  Modular Pocket Technology
Weight reduction is not just a buzz phrase at FirstSpear - it is an ethos demonstrated by the 6/12 pocket line. 
Utilizing these pockets on FirstSpear 6/12 platforms allows the wearer to achieve a weight reduction of over 40⁒ 
without sacrificing performance and completely eliminates pocket shifting normally associated with traditional 
MOLLE/PALS style pockets. By removing the heavy nylon webbing, polymer reinforcement and metal snaps of 
the previous system, not only is weight reduced, but the overall profile of the pocket on the platform is significantly 
condensed as well, allowing improved signature management in all visual, IR and thermal spectrums.
Patent Pending

fs p a t e n t  p e n d i n g

Pocket Attachment Tabs Quickly 
Slide into the 6/12 Field

The Attachment Tabs 
Fold into Place

Pocket is Now  
Secured in Place

Weave 6/9 Attachment  
Strap into the 6/12 Field

Pocket is Now  
Secured in Place

Ensure End of 6/9 Strap is Inserted Completely 
Upward in the Last Slot of the Pocket
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Individual Medical Aircrew Kit 
Part #:10-00883

EBIS Pocket
Part #:10-00886

Individual Survival Aircrew 
Module 
Part #:10-00884

General Purpose Thong (4)
Part #:10-00885

Cord and Tube Holders (6)
Part #:15-00673

Shoulder Sleeves (2)
Part #:15-00823

Shoulder Straps (2)
Part #:15-00206

Tac Belt with Lanyard Ring
Part #:15-00099

Chest Strap
(Carabiner Included)
Part #:15-00821

ABAV Components 

Flotation Cummerbund 
(Right and Left)
Part #:15-00479

Land Cummerbund 
(Right and Left)
Part #:15-00445

Ocean Marking Kit
Part #:10-00916

Environmentally Sealed 
Foam Insert
Part #:15-00729

6/12 Front Panel
Part # 12-00312

6/12 Instant Adjust Back Panel
Part #:12-00311

M4 Single (3)
Part #:10-00881

148/CSEL Radio
Part #:10-00882

M9 Single (2)
Part #:10-00915

Radio, Handheld, Non-specific
Part #:10-00917

Three Sided Zipper Bag
Part #:11-00128

Cell Tag (2) 
Part #:10-00830

Flex Fit Holster 
Part #:13-00054
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Thread Chest Strap through loops in the back 
of ABAV. 

*Note-When using this harness configuration ensure 
chest strap goes under user’s arms.

*Note-Loops on inside of ABAV are non-load-
bearing and only used to guide chest strap.

Insert Chest Strap Retention Holder into the 
front of ABAV Plate Carrier as shown.  

1 2

3 4

Chest Strap with ABAV

Front
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Ballistic Plate Secured.Open ballistic plate pocket from the bottom of the 
ABAV.

To Install Ballistic Plate:

To Remove:

Pull down on the release strap. Ballistic Plate is free of the plate carrier.

1

1

Insert front plate into plate pocket and secure 
hook and loop closure.

2

2

3 1 2

3 4

Open Shoulder Strap and thread through buckles in 
back panel of ABAV.

Loop Shoulder Strap back through the buckle. 
Adjust to desired length and secure hook and loop. 

Open Shoulder Sleeve wrap around Shoulder Strap. Close Shoulder Sleeve and secure with hook and 
loop. 

Reinforced Plate Ditch Flap Shoulder Straps and Sleeves
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Use a multitool or pliers to help set the male tubes in 
the desired slots.

The Instant Adjust Back Panel integrates seamlessly with our revolutionary Tubes 
Technology to form a highly flexible and adaptable fighting platform. The easy 
access flap allows access to two points of adjustment located on the back panel that 
you can now pre-arrange a second set of Tubes on the sewn track. This allows for 
transition from Dry Suits, CBRNE Suits, or Extreme Cold Weather Clothing by 
simply adjusting the cummerbund out or in giving the individual the ability to quickly 
and securely modify the fit of their cummerbund in the field.   
  

Attach Cummerbunds and secure back flap.

Open Back Flap and determine the desired location 
of Tubes.

1

2 3

Each carrier has two CO2 inflatable bladders for use as an emergency tactical aid to flotation consisting 
of CTAF’s (Cummerbund Tactical Aid to Flotation), located inside the left and right cummerbunds. Each 
system includes two welded flotation bladders, two inflation systems, and two firing handles.

The bladders are a reusable welded fabric which deploy under the arm when deployed manually by the 
two-38 gram CO2 cartridges. There are two oral inflation tubes for a secondary inflation method located 
on the CTAF/ CTFSS in the event of CO2 cartridge malfunction and/or air loss.

CTAF Design
The CTAF uses a unique Grommet, Loop, and Pin (GLP) with Tuck Tab closure system design that 
combines positive closure of the pouch with space efficient packing. 

This method prevents accidental pouch opening and allows for the smallest unit size when fully packed.

Activation Handles
The activation handles are located on the inside of the cummerbunds along the bottom edge which 
allows the end user ease of location but protects the handles from snagging on anything and  
inadvertently firing.

Activation Handle

Manual Actuation
To manually actuate the user pulls down and out at a 45 degree angle on the 
firing handle. This motion initiates three sequential actions. 

First Action- The CTAF’s activation handle snaps releases, followed by the pouch 
closure pins and tuck tabs releasing, allowing the pouches to open freely. 

Second Action- The downward and forward motion assists the bladders 
deployment out of the cummerbund.

Third Action- The manual inflator lever is actuated, causing the firing pin to 
puncture the seal on the CO2 cartridges to release the gas and inflate the CTAF / 
CTFSS bladders. 

Should the CO2 inflation system fail to operate, the CTAF / CTFSS bladders can 
be filled through oral inflation tubes. 

This is accomplished by unlocking and depressing the Oralock valve, then 
blowing into the tube.

Instant Adjust Back Panel Cummerbund Tactical Aid to Flotation (CTAF)

CBRNE / COLD W
EATHER GEAR

STANDARD / FLIGHT SUIT
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Oralock Valve
Gas is released from the bladders by pressing downward on the Oralock 
valve and forcing the air out the oral inflation tube. 

Once all of the gas is evacuated from the bladder, the CO2 cartridge is 
replaced and the unit is repacked for future use.

The flap on Maritime Cummerbund allows for easy inspection of CO2 cartridge

CTAF’s / CTFSS give a minimum of the following lift at depth these calculations are 
measured in Feet of Seawater (FSW).

Lift Calculations

Surface

15’

33’

D
ep

th
 (f

ee
t)

Flotation (lbs)

45 lbs

45

57 lbs

57

73 lbs

73

Surface 73 lbs
33 kg / 324 n

15’ (4.5 m) 57 lbs
25 kg / 253 n

33’ (10 m) 45 lbs
20 kg / 200 n

FLOATATIONDEPTHInspection Flap
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Step 1: 
S-fold unconscious diver retention strap and 
insert into right cummerbund bladder stow 
pocket.  

Step 2:
Secure snaps on right bladder stow pocket.

Built in Emergency 
Whistle

Step 3:
S-fold the left side unconscious diver retention 
strap and insert into cummerbund bladder.  

Step 4: 
Secure snaps on left bladder stow pocket.

Cummerbund Packing Procedures
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Step 5:
Weigh 2 x 38 gram CO2 cylinders with 3/8 
thread to ensure they meet the minimum gram 
weight depicted on cylinders.

Note: Weigh CO2 cartridge, ensure the 
minimum gross weight is no more than 4 grams 
below weight stamped/etched on the cartridge.

Step 6:
Function check the actuator by looking into 
threads and cycling the activation arm. Ensure 
activation handle is left in the cocked position 
before installing CO2 as shown.

Warning-If activation handle cords are 
routed improperly the activation handle will 
not fire.

Correct (Not obstructed)

Step 8:
Secure the hook and loop on the anti-chaffing 
activator cover as depicted. Ensure activation 
handle lanyard is free and clear.

Step 7:
Install previously weighed CO2, 38 grams. 
Ensure it is tightened all the way and inspect 
activation handle lanyard to ensure it is free 
and clear.

Check cord for “Dead Man’s Switch”
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Step 9:
Ensure Oralock knurled nut is in the locked 
position. The inflator should not be able to be 
depressed if this is complete.

Step 10:
Fold upper lobes back as depicted.

Step 12:
Fold bladder down back on top of the  
cummerbund.

Step 11:
S-fold bladder as depicted. Ensure activation 
handle lanyard is free and clear.
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Step 13:
Fold down as shown. 

Step 14:
Perform a fold toward the CO2 cylinder. 

Step 15:
Fold the side of the bladder over the Oralock 
valve and CO2 cylinder as shown.

Step 16:
Ensure activation handle lanyard is free and 
clear.
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Step 18:
Ensure activation handle lanyard is 
free and clear.

Step 17:
Open cummerbund and identify bladder stow 
pocket and insert bladder.

Step 20:
Route pull up closure cords through closure 
loops.

Note - Closure cords will assist in guiding 
closure loops through the grommets.

Step 19:
Close cummerbund and secure outer closure 
snap.
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Step 21:
Route closure cords through the first set of 
grommets as shown.

Step 22:
Pull the closure loop through the second sets 
of grommets.

Step 24:
Ensure activation handle is routed between 
the two closing loops and snap is in the 
configuration shown.

Step 23:
Install locking pins.
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Step 25:
Stow locking pins in the tuck tab stow pockets 
Also stow activation handle in tuck tab stow 
pockets.

Step 26:
Ensure all snaps are snapped.

Step 27:
Final configuration of activation handle.

Repeat Steps 6-27 on 2nd CTAF
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Step 2:
Check both cummerbunds and ensure the 
activation handle is properly secured.

Step 1:
Open CO2 access cover and ensure that the 
properly weighed CO2 is fully seated. 

Step 3:
Inspect the 4” cummerbund Tubes to ensure 
they are secure.

Step 4:
Inspect 2” Shoulder Tubes and ensure they 
are secure.

Pre-Deployment Inspection
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Step 5:
Ask the operator to access his emergency 
activation handles and to describe emergency 
deployment sequence. Pulling down and 
forward to full arms extension then releasing 
handles.

1. After salt / chlorinated water exposure remove CO2 cartridge and unpack cummerbunds, 
remove armor, and conduct fresh water rinse. 

2. Allow unit to completely air dry. 

3. Orally inflate bladders and visually inspect for any damage. 

4. Weigh CO2 cartridge, ensure the minimum gross weight is no more than 4 grams below 
weight stamped/etched on the cartridge. 

5. Apply a small coat of food grade silicone spray to all mechanical areas “Halkey Roberts” 
inflators and Oralock valves. 

6. Repack unit in accordance with procedures.

It is important to recognize the following items can cause damage to flotation bladders. If the unit is used where 
there are large amounts of the below items and there are signs of a visual intrusion it is recommended that the unit 
be fully unpacked and fresh water rinsed after use. Failure to do so could result in damage to the unit as well as 
pinholes in the bladders.

 • Chlorine
 • Rock
 • Sand
 • Coral

CTAF Safety Note

Periodic Maintenance
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Note: If unit is in use and not exposed to salt / chlorinated water or unit has not been deployed, an In-service 
inspection is recommended weekly.

 • Inspect all oral inflation tubes are serviceable and functioning.

 • Ensure CTAF/CTFSS Activation Handles are properly secured.
 
 • Ensure correctly weighed CO2 canister is properly installed. 

Monthly (If stored properly and not in use)

 •Apply a small coat of food grade silicone spray to all mechanical areas “Halkey Roberts” inflators and   
 Oralock valves.

 •Re-weigh and ensure the CO2 cartridge minimum gross weight is no more than 4 grams below weight   
 stamped/etched on cartridge.

(For Long-Term Storage Remove CO2 Cartridges)

Recommended In-service Inspections
ABAV systems for inspection and maintenance will be shipped to FirstSpear with CO2 cylinders installed. FirstSpear will 
inspect each system for stitching integrity, and material or component degradation. Broken stitches not directly part of the 
inflation system shall be fixed. Degraded hook and loop shall be replaced as necessary and wherever possible. Damaged or 
degraded snaps, grommets, plastic hardware, and other hardware not directly part of the inflation system shall be replaced as 
necessary. Actuator gaskets shall be replaced. The inflation system will be tested to ensure all components properly function 
and bladders maintain integrity when fully inflated.  Any inflation system component found to be degraded or improperly 
functioning shall be recommended for replacement in accordance with the maintenance contract rate schedule following 
customer approval to make the replacement. Following a passing test of the inflation system, the customer CO2 cylinders 
received with the system will be reinstalled.

Inspection points:
1. Inspect materials for degradation from UV light, seawater and chlorine

2. Inspect carrier and cummerbund for tears, cuts, and abrasions

3. Inspect for broken stitches 

4. Inspect Tubes™ fasteners 

5. Inspect hook and loop

6. Inspect grommets

7. Inspect elastic webbing

8. Inspect snaps on the CTAF container

9. Inspect closing cord loops on the CTAF

10. Inspect snaps, stitching and locking pins on each activation  
handle assembly

11. Inspect CTAF bladders for abrasion / degradation from chlorine, salt 
water, sand or coral.

12. Inspect stitching where the CTAF bladder connects to the container 

13. Inspect CTAF oral inflators and apply a small amount of food grade silicone 
to the oral valve

14. Replace actuator gaskets (top, bottom and inner), apply a small amount of 
food grade silicone to each gasket and inflation test the CTAF bladders.

15. Verify the weight of each customer CO2 cylinder is equal to or greater than 
the gross weight etched on the cylinder. Reinstall weight verified CO2 cylinders.

Following a successful (passing) inspection of all components, repack flotation 
system in accordance with packing instructions and return to the customer.

If the system has any failing component(s) that the customer declined to 
replace, at a minimum the CTAF bladders shall remain unpacked from the 
cummerbund, the system shall be tagged as a non-conformance, and the 
disassembled system shall be returned to the customer for the customer to 
remove the system from normal operational service.

*The FirstSpear Service and Maintenance Program is an optional service 
provided at an additional cost. 

FirstSpear Service and Maintenance Program (optional*)
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Video Links

WATCH VIDEO
youtube.com/user/firstspear1

Subscribe to FirstSpear’s YouTube 
channel to see more videos!

https://youtu.be/vkDMbq9x9os

Tubes

https://youtu.be/6l1xsNcxJsY

6/12 Technology

https://youtu.be/CHicgjxLCjU

Instant Adjust  
Back Panel 

https://youtu.be/YyfPL5kkm-c

Cummerbund Packing



(800) 349-4820 
sales@First-Spear.com
2015 Corporate 44 Drive
Fenton, Missouri 63026


